U.S.S. Pendragon
10207.13



Host Karriaunna says:
Synopsis:  On Terrok Nor, it has been discovered that there is something wrong with the original weapon plans.  They are also a week behind.   In anger, the Intendant has one of the engineers killed off.  Now she is bored and has decided to make a tour of the Pendragon.  She has special plans for the captain.

Host Karriaunna says:
Those taken from their universe in order to help Jordan destroy the weapon on Terrok Nor, CTO, TO, EO, MO and CNS, have commandeered an empty freighter leaving the system.  Turning it around, they are setting up a blind duck for the Pendragon crew.

Host Karriaunna says:
The CTO has made it look like a battle occurred, damaging himself as well, while the others are hidden in empty ducts, waiting to see which direction the Pendragon will take.  Jordan waits back on her ship, just in case their plan goes awry, so she can pull them back quickly.

Host Karriaunna says:
On the Pendragon, paranoia and mistrust reign along with a need for pain done to others.  Perhaps it is the underlying glue for this crew.  They have been setting up to test a new weapon that's strength was magnified into a narrow beam that should be able to get past any shield.  Accuracy is the greatest key for this weapon.

Host Karriaunna says:
With the approach or a rouge freighter, they are preparing to give it a test.

Host Karriaunna says:
<<<<<<<<<< Something wicked this way comes…>>>>>>>>>>

aCNS_Blackwolf says:
::Is in his quarters going over some reports:: "This should keep me busy for a while."

Host aCTO_Kyrron says:
::puts up shields::

aXO_Marat says:
::in the Command chair yet again because the CO is missing::

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::arrives in sickbay wondering if the CNS has arrived::

Host aCTO_Kyrron says:
::checks to be sure target is locked::

CNS_Hollywood says:
%::Pilots the freighter towards the Pendragon::

Rofax says:
% ::sends a weak low frequency distress signal to the Pen::

Host aCTO_Kyrron says:
XO:  Slight instability in the shields.  Correcting now.

Host Zax says:
@::is waiting impatiently for Gunther::

aXO_Marat says:
::turns to the aCTO:: aCTO: Why haven't you fired?

TO_Choi says:
%::Stands at a nearby panel::

Gunther says:
@::is waiting impatiently behind Zax::

Host aCTO_Kyrron says:
::corrects shield fluctuations::

Shiar says:
%:: waits for the big bang::

Host aCTO_Kyrron says:
XO:  Firing now.  ::fires the concentrated beam at the center of the freighter::

ALT_Jordan says:
$::waits in the shuttle monitoring the team's progress ... begins to become increasingly impatient::

aCMO_M`Tor says:
*aCNS* You are 2 minutes late for your physical... your location please...

aXO_Marat says:
::nods in approval::

Host Zax says:
@::notices Gunther and gives him that look::

TO_Choi says:
%::Checks the Cargo Bay::

Gunther says:
@::sees the look, and raises one of those looks::

aCNS_Blackwolf says:
Computer: Begin recording of psych eval for XO Marat SD 10207.13, The XO has showing great hostility...  *aCMO*: I am currently in the middle of some reports, my physical is current, please check your records.

Rofax says:
% COMM: Pendragon: Th.. <static> Crewman <static>.  We were atta.. <static> Rebels flee.. <static> bearing 26.. <static>, mark.. <static>.  ..Captain is dead <static> ..able to save <static>.. in need of esc.. <static> to Terrok.. <static> for repa.. <static>.  Situat.. <static> unstable, <static> not attempt to <static> over.  Need your help.. <sta

Host Zax says:
@Gunther: It's about time. Are you ready? ::taps the whip impatiently on her thigh::

Gunther says:
@Zax: Always. ::smiles::

Host Karriaunna says:
Action:  The beam pierces the freighters shielding, but is off target.

aXO_Marat says:
aCTO: Status.

CMO_M`Tor says:
*aCNS* What the records say are IRRELEVANT... I have orders... you will report to sickbay immediately or suffer the consequences ::barely keeps his voice from yelling::

Host aCTO_Kyrron says:
XO:  Missed.

Host aCTO_Kyrron says:
::adjusts targeting::

Host Zax says:
@::steps on to the transporter pad::

aXO_Marat says:
aCTO: Those blasted engineers

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
*aCMO*: Don’t get your pants into a mess, I will be there soon, Blackwolf OUT!

Gunther says:
@::steps up next to her::

Host aCTO_Kyrron says:
::locks on and fires again::

TO_Choi says:
%::Checks his consol::

Rofax says:
% ::holds tight onto his console and repeats the COMM::

CNS_Hollywood says:
%Rofax: Ventral Shields are breached!

Host Zax says:
@::looks at the slave:: Slave: Energize.

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::looks up to the ceiling:: Computer: Initiate Sight to Sight Transport... Transport the aCNS to the location IMMEDIATELY !!!

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Hears the weapons fire:: "Well we are at it again"

Host aCTO_Kyrron says:
aXO:  There was a transmission from the freighter

aXO_Marat says:
aCTO: What did it say?

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Materialized in Sickbay:: aCMO: That was low, I was busy.

aXO_Marat says:
aCTO: Put it on speakers

Host aCTO_Kyrron says:
aXO:  Sounded like a slave revolt.  ::replays it::

Host aCTO_Kyrron says:
::wonders why it takes this weapon so long to fire::

Rofax says:
% ALL: Prepare to beam out, we got lucky...

aCMO_M`Tor says:
aCNS: Busy or not.... I have my orders... AND SO DID YOU... now SIT so we can get this over with...

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  the slave notifies the Pendragon, who drops her shields momentarily, and then they beam over.

aXO_Marat says:
::listens to the message::  aCTO: If they are needing repairs at Terrok Nor, why are they headed toward us and away from the station?  Fire.

TO_Choi says:
 %::Glances up at Rofax::

ALT_Jordan says:
$::locks onto her team and prepares to beam them back to the shuttle::

CNS_Hollywood says:
%::Puts the Freighter on Autopilot:: Rofax: Aye.

TO_Choi says:
%::Stands up from his console, Dragging his weapons along with him::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Sits down:: aCMO: That reminds me, I also need to see you today, that is an order ::Grins::

Rofax says:
% ::prepares the team to beam to the Rebel Shuttle::

Scully says:
@::at station::

Gunther says:
@::blinks as he watches Zax beam away without him, then lunges at the slave at the console, naturally assuming treachery::

Scully says:
@::sneaks around, looking slavish::

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::shrugs:: aCNS: You of course have orders from the Captain to do so ??? ::scans him with practice::

ALT_Jordan says:
$::sends a coded, untraceable transmission to her operative in Terrok Nor, informing them of the team's imminent arrival::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
aCMO: I have orders from SF to have the evaluations done by this week, so Yes I do, now make this quick.

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The beam fires closer, penetrating the upper decks.  Shields fail and life support goes down.

Host Zax says:
::arrives on board and does not see Gunther::

TO_Choi says:
%::Is slammed back against the bulk head::

Host aCTO_Kyrron says:
aXO:  Not a good hit again.  This weapon needs some work.

ALT_Jordan says:
$::beams the team off the freighter and rematerializes them on the shuttle::

Scully says:
@::waits for contact::

Gunther says:
@::snaps the incompetent operator's neck in three places, then checks the logs and realizes the man initiated the wrong pad::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The beam appears back on Jordan’s shuttle.  The Pendragon does not register them.

aXO_Marat says:
aCTO: Have your team execute the first three engineers they see in engineering.

Host Zax says:
::pulls out a phaser and shoots the transporter operator in the head::

Scully says:
@Mulder:  Are you ready?

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The transporter operator falls down dead, his body twitching.

Gunther says:
@SELF: Incompetent...bumbling... ::punches some controls:: idiotic...stupid...blithering... ::presses the last ones and steps onto the pad, phaser drawn::

ALT_Jordan says:
$::looks at the others:: ALL:  It seems we need another plan.

Shiar says:
$:: looks around:: Rofax: now what?

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::sighs and continues to scan Blackwolf:: aCNS: Your electrolyte levels are way down... have you been skipping meals ?

EO_King says:
$::jogs over to the aux control console on the shuttle::  ::sighs::  All: This is getting ridiculous.

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
aCMO: Negative

Host Zax says:
::looks at the other officer and smiles::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  Gunther appears on the Pendragon transporter.

Gunther says:
::materializes, sees Zax with a phaser drawn and one transporter officer standing....and shoots him::

Scully says:
@<Mulder>: Scully:  The truth is out there.

CNS_Hollywood says:
$Rofax: It seems the weapon is in need of adjustment.  Or else we would have been fried.

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::frowns and gets a hypo:: aCNS: This will raise them ::injects the aCNS with a sedative to render him unconscious::

Host Zax says:
::raises an eyebrow::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Passes out::

Host Zax says:
Gunther: Get lost?

ALT_Jordan says:
$::looks at Rofax:: Rofax:  I have an operative on Terrok Nor who is expecting us.  What chance to you think we have of docking this shuttle at the station?

TO_Choi says:
%Jordan: You made this weapon sound alot deadlier than it is.

Host Zax says:
::steps off the pad and walks towards the door::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The Pendragon now has no more transporter chiefs and no one wants the position either.

Rofax says:
$ ALL: Agreed.... we got lucky....  that's a hint of what is to come... we need to find a freighter heading for Terrok Nor.....

Gunther says:
::holsters his phaser:: Zax: The operator initiated the wrong pad. I'm guessing you took care of the other one?

Shiar says:
$Rofax: we need a new plan

Host Zax says:
::grins:: Gunther: You know I hate incompetence...........

EO_King says:
::interjects:: $Jordan: Depends on who or what is watching perimeter scanners I would imagine

Gunther says:
::smiles back:: Zax: I know. You've rubbed off on me.

ALT_Jordan says:
$::looks at him:: TO:  Believe me, that was not the weapon we are seeking.  The one we want is on Terrok Nor.  It is far more powerful than what you just tasted on the freighter.

Rofax says:
$ Jordan:  If we can find a large freighter, we can run along side it... cut power, hide in its shadow....

TO_Choi says:
%Jordan: Lovely.

ALT_Jordan says:
$EO:  is there any way we can mask our signal?  Make it look like we are something we are not ...

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::is tempted to do a frontal lobotomy but decides to let the aCNS wake up in 5 minutes while he exits sickbay for the bridge::

Host Zax says:
::walks out the door and head towards the bridge....mildly surprised that no one has met them::

Gunther says:
::follows::

Rofax says:
$TO: Can you find a large freighter headed for the station

Shiar says:
$Jordan: if I had the technology I could put together a cloaking device but...

Scully says:
@::walks, head bowed slavishly::

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::goes to the turbolift and calls for the bridge::

EO_King says:
$Jordan: With the limited power supply, I doubt it.  BUT, I think that I could rig us for silent running....   It would be touch and go, and we would have to choose a low traffic approach vector.

TO_Choi says:
$Rofax: I can try.

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Slowly begins to wake up:: Self: What was that all about

Host Zax says:
::watches Gunther in appreciation as he walks::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  On the station, the engineering team is working around the clock to catch up on the weapon.  They have made up two days and are about to complete a third.  However, they are all exhausted and the Main engineer still think there is something wrong with the plans.

Gunther says:
::walks a little more...interestingly...for her sake::

TO_Choi says:
$::Runs over one of the consoles::

Rofax says:
$ EO: See what you can do about limiting our engine output....  we need to appear as space dust....

TO_Choi says:
$::Taps madly::

EO_King says:
::turns to aux control console:: $Rofax: Aye Aye.....

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::exits on the bridge and sees that Intendant Zax has arrived... discreetly moves to the Science console and writes his report::

Host Zax says:
::reaches the tl and enters::

ALT_Jordan says:
$Rofax:  There are regular freight runs between here, Cardassia and the Klingon home worlds.  The ore processing facilities on Terrok Nor are not for nothing ...

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The lights in the TL fluctuate as it pauses briefly before going on.

CNS_Hollywood says:
$::Looks around rubbing his temples:: Self: This is going to be interesting.

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Tries to get up but is still weak:: I am going to get that Doctor yet

EO_King says:
$All: Anyone know what the scanning perimeter is of DS9? 

Host Zax says:
::frowns in disgust::

Rofax says:
$ Jordan:  Find me a large one...

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::exhales as the Intendant leaves the bridge:: Self: She must be in one of her "moods"

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Makes his way down to the hall to the TL:: TL: Level four

Rofax says:
$ EO: In our time, extensive.....  this world.... sensors are not that important.... we should be safe....

Gunther says:
SELF: Now what?

Host Zax says:
Gunther: You may have the engineer, my love... He is obviously a fool. Just don't.....break him, until we are done with the weapon.

EO_King says:
$::taps on the console, designing a low-power operation program that can be engaged when the shuttle reaches the perimeter::

aXO_Marat says:
aCMO: How did the physical go on the counselor?  ::grins evilly::

Scully says:
@<station engineering officer>:  Scully and Mulder:  You two, get in here.  We need your help.  That is, if you're bright enough to help. ::sneers::

Gunther says:
::nods gratefully::

ALT_Jordan says:
$Rofax::  Freighters are in and out of here all the time.  Finding one should not be difficult ... ::moves over to a console and looks up the register::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
*CMO*: Doctor, I must have a talk with you, what did you give me?

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  An incoming freighter, ETA 10 min, reports for docking permission.  It is marked special for the Intendant.

Scully says:
@::Scully and Mulder walk into engineering, obeying::

TO_Choi says:
$ALL: Perfect...Incoming Freighter...ETA....10 Minutes.

Host Zax says:
::arrives on the bridge::

ALT_Jordan says:
$::smiles to herself:: Rofax:  Perfect.  There's a freighter due in 10 minutes ...

aCMO_M`Tor says:
aXO: I have completed it... but he fainted... ::sighs:: Not a very strong individual... It is all in my report.

ALT_Jordan says:
$Rofax:  This is interesting ... it's marked as special, for the Intendant ... Just what we need.  It should get special clearance.

aXO_Marat says:
::notes the arrival of the Intendant then stands::  Zax: How gracious of you to bless us with your presence.  ::bows::

Scully says:
@Mulder: We have to find our contact.

EO_King says:
$Rofax: We need to know when Terrok Nor's perimeter alarm is going to kick off.  I can rig a low-power ops program to kick in before we cross that point.  That way we can give one HUGE blast of impulse power and ride the inertia the rest of the way in and navigate with the inertial dampeners.

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::blinks and stands at attention::

Rofax says:
$ CNS: Doc, bring us along side as silently as you can....  Think you can cut engines and glide to within 15 meters?

Host Zax says:
::smiles cruelly:: AXO: At least someone knows her place. Where is that fool?

EO_King says:
$Rofax: Oh....  We're going to ride ALL THE WAY in with this thing?

aXO_Marat says:
Zax: The good Doctor here ::motions to M'Tor:: has just completed a physical on one of our crew and was about to tell us about it

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::wonders which fool the Intendant is looking for::

Host Zax says:
::sits in the center chair, tapping her nails impatiently on the arm of the chair::

Rofax says:
$ EO: Excellent....  see if you can pirate the freighter's COMM traffic.... that should give us an ear...

CNS_Hollywood says:
$::Looks:: Rofax: Yes, sir. ::Programs the trip::

aXO_Marat says:
Zax:  The Captain.  Once again indulging himself in his quarters.  ::covering a grin::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Exits the TL just as the XO made his last comment:: Yes Doctor, lets hear!!

Gunther says:
::stands behind her, pondering torture techniques::

ALT_Jordan says:
$Rofax:  I will contact our contact on Terrok Nor.  Tell them of the change of plan.  ::moves away from the others and sends the signal, informing them of the change of plan::

EO_King says:
::sigh in exhaustion:: $Rofax: Aye... Stand by....

Host Zax says:
::frowns in distain::

Rofax says:
$ ::nods to Jordan::

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::shakes head:: aXO/Zax: I am sure the Intendant does not wish to be troubled with such tiny details...

aXO_Marat says:
Zax: I must say your grace,  it is difficult to run this ship by yourself without any help from its captain.  The state of the crew shows the years of neglect

Host Zax says:
::smiles up at Gunther, running a fingernail across his chest:: Gunther: Perhaps you'd care to go visit the captain?

Rofax says:
$ EO: You okay?

Host Zax says:
::looks at the CMO:: CMO: Please....I insist.

aXO_Marat says:
::smiles at the Intendant's comment::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Listens to the CMO's report::

EO_King says:
$::taps away on the console, scanning the local frequencies::  ::subspace radio noise coming through the speakers.  Rofax: Yeah....  Just... A little out of sorts.  The multi-tasking is starting to run together....

Shiar says:
$:: drums fingers on console::

Host Zax says:
::eyes the AXO:: AXO: And you could do better, I suppose?

Gunther says:
Zax: If you insist. Any message for him?

Rofax says:
$ EO: Understood...

aCMO_M`Tor says:
Zax: Intendant... our First Officer is correct... our crew is in a terrible shape.. our CNS simply fainted at the mention of the word Physical

ALT_Jordan says:
$::looks at the readout of the freighter again:: ALL:  We could be in luck.  The freighter captain is an old friend of mine.  He should be able to get us onto Terrok Nor undetected.

Rofax says:
$ Shiar:  Doctor.... can you prepare a couple of hypos in case we meet some unexpected hosts when we arrive?

Host Zax says:
::smiles:: Gunther: Make sure...he suffers.

ALT_Jordan says:
$::sends an untraceable coded signal to the freighter captain's private channel::

Shiar says:
$ Rofax: sure thing. you want lethal or not?

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Hears Zax and heads to the TL:: TL: Deck four, now!

Host Zax says:
::frowns at the CMO:: aCMO: Is he substandard?

TO_Choi says:
$::Stands on the shuttle silently::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Exits the TL and heads to his quarters::

Scully says:
@::gets ordered around engineering, fixing things::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The freighter captain responds.

Shiar says:
$:: starts working on hypos::

Rofax says:
$ Shiar: I would prefer not, but we do not know who is guarding the docking ring.... play it safe... near lethal.... prep it for a Klingon dose....

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Enters his quarters and locks his door then locks the door to his office, gets a phaser and sits::

aCMO_M`Tor says:
Zax: I believe he was simply chosen by our current Captain... as for sub standard... he barely meets minimum requirements for service in my humble opinion

Shiar says:
$ Rofax: Klingon dose? lethal it is then.

ALT_Jordan says:
$Freighter CO:  CO:  Captain, it is good to see you again.  We have a problem and need your help.  We have to get onto Terrok Nor.

Gunther says:
::nods and smiles:: COMPUTER: Where is the captain?

Host Zax says:
ACMO: Bring him to me. ::smiles::

Rofax says:
$ ::grins at Shiar::  Shiar: Understood....

EO_King says:
$::turns to Rofax and motions for a 'whisper meeting'

ALT_Jordan says:
$::Motions to Rofax for him to join her::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Takes off his Combadge and puts it far away from him so he cannot be beamed out again::

Rofax says:
$ :: walks to them::  EO/Jordan: What have you got?

aCMO_M`Tor says:
*aCNS* Report to the bridge Counselor.... the Intendant wishes to see you immediately.

Scully says:
@Engineer: But, I can't put my hand in there! ::recoils::

Host Karriaunna says:
<Capt Nan>Jordan:  I understand... say no more.

aXO_Marat says:
Zax:  Intendant.  This crew has been without discipline in my opinion.  I intend to change that

EO_King says:
$Rofax: I don't like this...   

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Ignores the page and continues to work with his phaser close in hand::

Rofax says:
$ EO: Explain...

Gunther says:
ALL: What, is even the COMPUTER substandard here?

CO_K says:
::is hiding in his quarters::

Scully says:
@Engineer: Leave me alone.  I'll get it fixed. ::works hurriedly::

aXO_Marat says:
Gunther:  The Captain is in his quarters on Deck Two, Room 0237.

EO_King says:
$Rofax: I can get us in completely undetected.  We just need to know when Terrok Nor's proximity alarm will kick off.  If we know that, then we can blast the impulse engines one good time and ride inertial in the rest of the way.

Host Zax says:
::nods:: AXO: You will make a good Captain, Marat.....if you live long enough.

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::shakes head:: Zax: Intendant... He does not answer his COM... this is NOT the first time  :;sighs::

aXO_Marat says:
::continues to grin::

ALT_Jordan says:
$Rofax:  Someone who has just agreed to help us.  Nan:  Nan, we thank you.  We will come alongside and shadow you in.  We need to keep the Pendragon off our tail so we can continue with our mission.

aXO_Marat says:
::smiles at the Intendant and bows again::

Gunther says:
::nods and heads for the lift:: aXO: See that the computer is repaired. ::enters the lift::

CNS_Hollywood says:
$::Pilots the Shuttle::

Host Zax says:
::eyes the CMO:: aCMO: Go retrieve him.

EO_King says:
$Jordan: How well do you trust this person?

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::grins:: Zax: By your command Intendant...  ::exits the bridge:: Computer: Locate the Counselor ??

Shiar says:
$ :: finishes some hypos::

ALT_Jordan says:
$EO:  I'd trust him with my life.  We have performed this sort of thing before.  He is sympathetic to our cause.

TO_Choi says:
$::Slumps down on a chair::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Exits his quarters quickly and heads to the Holodeck:: Computer: Begin Graceland Program

Rofax says:
$ EO: In this reality I do not know....  sensors are drastically inferior... but, normally, it would extended to about 25,000 km....  ballpark figure....

Host Karriaunna says:
<Capt Nan> Comm:  Jordan:  No problem.  I think there is a slight leak near the engines...  Nan out.

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Enters the Holodeck and locks the door behind him::

Gunther says:
TL: Deck two.

Host Zax says:
::watches Gunther leave::

EO_King says:
$::gives a concerned look to Rofax::  Rofax: Your call dude....   

CO_K says:
::tries to brush the air over his bald spot::

ALT_Jordan says:
$Rofax:  Pull is in close to the freighter's engines.  The "Leak" the Captain was talking about will hide us perfectly from the Station's sensors.

Rofax says:
$ EO: Prepare it.... we can make a run at the freighter's back side and coast on in...

Host Karriaunna says:
<TN OPS> COMM:  Capt Nan:  You will be unloading at docking ring one.

ALT_Jordan says:
$::turns and looks at the TO just sitting there::

Host Zax says:
::is getting hungry......and not for food::

Rofax says:
$ CNS: Doc, you got that?

EO_King says:
$::turns to face back at the console:: Rofax: Aye....  

TO_Choi says:
$::Stares blankly at the floor::

Scully says:
@::notices something on sensors, says nothing::

CNS_Hollywood says:
$Rofax: Got it!

EO_King says:
$::tapping out the maneuvering programs and inputting into navigation and engine control::

Rofax says:
$ TO: Choi, I know Engines are not your cup of tea, but can you give King a hand?

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Sits down as Elvis begins to sing::

aXO_Marat says:
Zax: Would you like the Captain's quarters after he is relieved?  They are the largest and most luxurious on the ship.

Gunther says:
::exits the lift, eyeing door numbers::

ALT_Jordan says:
$TO:  Don't sit there doing nothing!  Make yourself useful and prepare our weapons and equipment.

Rofax says:
$ Shiar: How are the hypos coming Doctor?

TO_Choi says:
$Rofax: Hmm? Oh..Sure

Host Zax says:
::smiles at the AXO thinking she may just work out after all::

Shiar says:
$ Rofax: almost done

TO_Choi says:
$::Walks over and assists King::

Scully says:
@Mulder: This could be them.

Rofax says:
$ Jordan: What kind of weapons have you brought?

EO_King says:
$::turns around with a start:: Rofax/Jordan: Now look!  We're all under some pressure here.  Would you two KINDLY make up your mind who the heck is in command here?

TO_Choi says:
$EO:What can I do for ya'?

aCMO_M`Tor says:
Computer: Security Override M'Tor Delta Nine... Locate CNS Blackwolf VIA standard Alliance Inter dermal transponder

Host Karriaunna says:
<Computer> aCMO:  Counselor Blackwolf is located in holodeck one.


Host Zax says:
AXO: That will be unnecessary......my stay will be regrettably short. T'ealk kills too many when I am away for long.

CNS_Hollywood says:
$::Adjusts heading to match the freighters heading:: Rofax: ETA to freighter in 1 minute

ALT_Jordan says:
$Rofax:  Disruptors.  Highly effective.  We captured them from the Cardassians we killed when we took Terrok Nor before.

Gunther says:
::finds the door and presses the chime::

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::smiles and exits on the holodeck level::

CO_K says:
::hears the chime and jumps::

aXO_Marat says:
::grins and bows::  Zax: I understand your grace.  You will always be welcome on the Pendragon.  The room will be set aside for all future visits

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The Freighter docks.  Captain Nan takes his time about shut down and unloading.

ALT_Jordan says:
$::passes the weapons out to the team::

CO_K says:
Computer: Who is at my door?

EO_King says:
$::turns to Choi::  Choi:  We gotta match our power output signature to match the freighter's.  ::points to the appropriate control pad and read out::  Adjust the plasma vector till both of those readouts are in synch.

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Has his phaser pulled and ready to fire on anyone that enters the holodeck

Rofax says:
$ ALL:  Grab a disruptor.... we have arrived....

TO_Choi says:
$King: Okee' Doke'

Scully says:
@Mulder: Time to create a diversion?

Shiar says:
$:: grabs a weapon::

EO_King says:
$::taps in the rest of the approach program::

Host Zax says:
::thinks it's a pity that Marat is female::

aCMO_M`Tor says:
Computer: Is CNS Blackwolf still in the holodeck ?

TO_Choi says:
$::Fidgets with the plasma vector, Glancing up at the readouts::

aCMO_M`Tor says:
<Computer>: aCMO: Affirmative

Gunther says:
::presses the chime again::

EO_King says:
$Choi: Stay on it...  As he reduces speed, the vector will change.

ALT_Jordan says:
$::gets up::

TO_Choi says:
$EO: Got it.

Shiar says:
$::waits for next move::

CNS_Hollywood says:
$::Positions the shuttle under the Freighter::

EO_King says:
$::grabs a disruptor and shoves it in his waist band::

CO_K says:
::When the computer identifies the visitor he panics::

aCMO_M`Tor says:
Computer: Transport the Counselor to the bridge immediately next to Intendant Zax  ::moves back to the TL::

Scully says:
@::works on shorting on weapons::

Rofax says:
$ Shiar: I want you, Choi and Jordan to find a way to the Engineering section.... locate the weapon....

Shiar says:
$:: passes out hypos::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Hides behind a table while Elvis continues to sing with his phaser pulled::

Shiar says:
$ Rofax: got ya

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The counselor finds himself on the bridge, standing on the Intendant's foot.

CO_K says:
::begins to push furniture if front of the door:

ALT_Jordan says:
$Rofax:  Our contact will meet us when we disembark onto the station.  From there we will make our way to the weapon.  The way has been prepared for us, but be ready for anything.

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::exits off the turbolift to the bridge::

Host Zax says:
::eyes the man critically::

Rofax says:
$ Jordan:  Understood....

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Looks up at Intendant’s face while his phaser is pulled on her:: Self: Oh no ::Puts the phaser away

TO_Choi says:
$::Prepares his arsenal::

Gunther says:
::hears the moving furniture, and enters the override code for the door::

CNS_Hollywood says:
$All: Let's go time is ticking... ::Grabs his gear::

aXO_Marat says:
::smiles at the aCNS::  aCNS: Well, how nice of you to grace us with your presence twice in one day.

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::tries not to chuckle as he watches the spectacle:: Zax: He was hiding.. but I have located him your grace...

CO_K says:
::continues to shove the furniture::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Steps back::

Rofax says:
$ EO/ CNS: You're with me.... we need to find a way to disable sensors....

Shiar says:
$:: grabs what he needs and is ready to go::

Host Zax says:
::raises a brow:: CNS: You hide like an animal?

EO_King says:
$Rofax: Aye. ::checks pockets for light tools::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Looks at the aXO:: Self: If only I hit him

Gunther says:
::pushes a couple of items out of his way and fires his phaser at the captain on a very light stun::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
Zax: No, I was enjoying my time off in the Holodeck if you don’t mind

ALT_Jordan says:
$::stows several weapons and explosives and looks at the others:: ALL:  Let's go.

Rofax says:
$  ::gears up and prepares to depart on Jordan's signal::

CO_K says:
::falls to the floor::

Host Zax says:
::raises a brow::

ALT_Jordan says:
$::signals the freighter they are ready go to::

Host Zax says:
::cracks her whip across his face::

aXO_Marat says:
Zax:  He was supposed to be preparing crew evals Intendant.

EO_King says:
$::standing ready with Rofax::

Gunther says:
::pushes the rest of the stuff out of the way, and walks over to the replicator:: REPLICATOR: Four duritanium spikes, 12 centimeters...and a pulse driver.

Scully says:
@:: pulls out some wiring::

Rofax says:
$ ::follows Jordan out, pulling his cloak over his face::

CNS_Hollywood says:
$::heads out::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
aXO: They are complete if you would just read your inbox ::Wipes the blood off his cheek::

EO_King says:
$::pulls cloak over and follows Rofax::

Host Zax says:
ACNS: You dare talk to me like that?

Gunther says:
::grabs the five items after they materialize and grabs the captain by the scruff of his tunic, dragging him into the corridor::

ALT_Jordan says:
$::pulls down her own cloak::

Shiar says:
$:: heads out and prepares to turn cloaking device on::

Rofax says:
$ ALL:  Remember... Humans here are slaves... stay hidden and avoid conversation....

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  Station engineering sensors go offline.

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
Zax: Who do you think you are, you are not the Captain to say the least.

CO_K says:
::is still lightly unconscious...which seems to be a very good thing::

aXO_Marat says:
aCNS: What about your ill treatment of the CTO over there.  ::points at the aCTO::  You treat her with the respect of a plaything.

CNS_Hollywood says:
@::Puts on the cloak::

Gunther says:
::with a sudden motion, drives a spike through his hand, nailing him to the floor::

aXO_Marat says:
::after the aCNS's most recent comment she knows she doesn't have to help convict him anymore::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
aXO: I wanted to take her out on a date, what is harm of that.

TO_Choi says:
@::Shoves his weapons into his belt::

ALT_Jordan says:
@enters the Station::

TO_Choi says:
@::Walks off towards the docking port::

EO_King says:
@::follows closely with team::

CO_K says:
::feels the pain and screams::

Host Zax says:
::looks at the CMO:: CMO: Kill him.....slowly.

aXO_Marat says:
aCNS: And she repeatedly told you in no uncertain terms she was not interested.  One more time and I would have "retired" you myself.

CNS_Hollywood says:
@::Follow Rofax::

Shiar says:
@ :: waits for Jordan to show the way::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Pulls his phaser on Zax:: Zax/aCMO: Leave me alone!

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::shakes head:: Zax: By your command...  ::fires his phaser to simply paralyze him while keeping him conscious::

Scully says:
@::engineers rush to contain the short, Mulder trips one of them::

Gunther says:
::smiles at the scream and backhands him hard across the chin to keep him senseless just before nailing the other hand::

TO_Choi says:
@::Splits up and walks off with Jordan and Shiar::

aXO_Marat says:
::pulls her disruptor setting it on stun shooting the aCNS::

CO_K says:
::blood gushes from his mangled hand::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Falls to the floor::

Scully says:
@::glances over at weapon::

Rofax says:
@ ::splits from the others and makes for sensor control::

aCMO_M`Tor says:
Zax: So..... nervous... don't you think your Grace ?

Gunther says:
CO: Have I mentioned that you are incompetent? ::nails a foot to the floor::

ALT_Jordan says:
@TO/MO:  Follow me.

Host Zax says:
::smiles::

EO_King says:
@::follows Rofax and whispers::  Rofax: Is it in the same place?

TO_Choi says:
@Jordan: Alright.

CO_K says:
::screams again::

ALT_Jordan says:
@::leads them through the station::

Shiar says:
@:: follows Jordan from a distance::

Rofax says:
@ EO: Everything according to the schematics says it is....


aCMO_M`Tor says:
Zax: I have a old fashion tool from days gone by... it is called a scalpel... I find it quite useful for these purposes your Grace

Scully says:
@::Mulder runs out of engineering, looking for Jordan::

TO_Choi says:
@::Catches up and walks beside Jordan::

Host Zax says:
::is very interested in the scalpel::

Gunther says:
CO: How about that your entire life has been less than a blip in the universe? You've barely been a minor annoyance to the Intendant. ::hammers the other foot to the floor, pulling at a serrated knife from his boot::

aXO_Marat says:
::smiling at the CMO who seems to improve when he's sober::

Host Zax says:
::licks her lips in anticipation::

Shiar says:
@:: keeps an eye out, specially for Klingons which can be killed without raising an alarm::

EO_King says:
::walking close to Rofax, checking back::

ALT_Jordan says:
@::whispers:: TO:  Look like a slave!  Remember humans are slaves here.

TO_Choi says:
@Jordan: Very well..

CO_K says:
::eyes the knife and begins begging for his life::

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::approaches the aCNS with the scalpel and begins to cut::

TO_Choi says:
@::Looks towards the ground with a depressed look::

Rofax says:
@ ::finds a conduit and signals to  Hollywood to take point and enter::

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Sleeps like a baby::

ALT_Jordan says:
@::Cautiously looks around for Scully ... ::

EO_King says:
@::backs up against a wall::

Scully says:
@::Mulder continues looking for Jordan, but unobtrusively::

CNS_Hollywood says:
@::Takes point and enters the conduit::

Gunther says:
::proceeds to cut off small pieces of the former CO, and slicing here and there for aesthetics, all the while making sure to keep him alive as long as possible::

Shiar says:
@:: moves into an area for cover::

Rofax says:
@ ::signals King to follow second::

TO_Choi says:
@Jordan: How are we going to get into Engineering?

aCMO_M`Tor says:
::injects the aCNS with a stimulant and shows him the hole in his chest::

Scully says:
@::leaving the engineers to repair the damage she has caused, Scully walks into the corridor, looking for Jordan::

Gunther says:
::whistles:: CO: At least you have one redeeming feature...you're going to provide me with HOURS of amusement.

EO_King says:
@:: Looks both ways, then enters behind Sam::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  Jordan sees Scully leaving engineering.

Rofax says:
@ ::enters behind the others and closes the hatch silently::

TO_Choi says:
@::Glances as a person leaves Engineering::

Host Zax says:
::is leaning back in her chair with a look of enjoyment on her face::

Shiar says:
@Jordan: how many guards?

aCNS-Blackwolf says:
::Looks at the hole:: CMO: You are going to pay for this ::Feels no pain because he goes into a Vulcan Trance::

ALT_Jordan says:
@TO:  We are already here.  ::sees Scully and motions for her to join them::

CO_K says:
::can no longer scream::

ALT_Jordan says:
@MO:  We'll soon find out.

Host Karriaunna says:
-/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\  Pause  /\=/\=/\=/\-/\=/\-


